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Abstract

The purpose of this paper Is to Investigate empirically two Important

questions concerning chi Id support enforcement~ Ftrst, what Is the Impact of

receiving chi Id support on welfare dependency and poverty? Second, howeffec

tive are current child support enfor,cement proced~res? The a~alysls utilizes

data from the 1979 AFDC Recipient Characteristics Study and the March/Apr I J

1982 Current Population Survey (CPS). A theoretical model of participation In

the AFDC program Is developed and estimated using the CPS data. The welfare

particIpation model results are used In conjunction with data fr6m the CPS and

AFDC surveys on the Child S'upport Enforcement (IV-D) Program 'to derive esti

mates of the Impact of the IV-D program (as It existed In 1979 and 1981) on'

receipt of chi Id support for AFDC and non-AFDC faml lies. Based on the empiri

cal findings, simulations are performed to predict how a variety of child

support enforcement policies woul d affect weI fare dependency, poverty, and

wei fare costs. The simulations suggest that chi Id support enforcement repre

sents a potentially effective means for reducing welfare costs, but that given

the current award structure there Is little prospect for Its having a signifi

cant Impact on reducing either welfare dependency or poverty among single

parent fam II Ies.
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Female-headed families have among the highest poverty rates of any major

demographic group In the United states. In 1982,48 percent of a) I female

headed fam I I Ies were poor, compared to 10 percent of other types of fam IIIes

(U.S. House of Representatives, 1983a). Despite the fact that only one-fifth

of all families with children are headed by women.,.this group constitutes the

major I ty (55 percent) of a I I poor fam II I es.

With an Increasing rate of II legitimacy and a high divorce rate, the size

of the fema Ie-headed popu I at Ion cant I nues to grow. l In 1960, there were 1.9

mII I Ion fema Ie-headed fam II Ies I n the U.S., or 7 percent of a I I fam I, lies. By

1983, the number of fema Ie-headed fam II I es tota I ed 5.7 mII I Ion, or 19 percent, .

of all faml lies CUSDHHS, 1983).

The Increase In the number of female-headed faml I ies has resulted In a

growing number of chi I dren not living with both natural parents. In 1982, 20

percent of chi Idren under the age of 18 were living with theIr mother only

CU.S. House of Representatives, 1983b). Moynihan (1981) has projected that by

the year 2000, on I y one-ha I f of a I I ch I I dren born I n the U.S. wI I I have spent

their entire childhood living with both natural parents. Unless new pol icles

are deve loped for I ncreas I ng the econom I c we I I be I ng of fema I e headed .

faml lies, It seems certain that overal I poverty and welfare dependency In the

Un I ted States wi J I Increase.

The traditional approach adopted by pol Icymakers to reduce poverty and

welfare dependency In faml lies headed by women has centered on Increasing the

employment of the mother. 2 While such policies may have had an Impact, they

have raised Important and difficult tradeoffs concerning the wei I-being of the

younger chi Idren. Nevertheless, despite the existence of work requirements,



few women on wei fare hold Jobs3 and the Incld~nce of poverty remains high for

th Is group.

One Impor.tant alternative (or perhaps complement) to pol ici~s aimed at

Increasing the employment of the mother is to collect child support from.the

absent father. Such an approach has received Increasing attention In recent

years. In 1975, Congress established the Ghl Id S~pport Enforcement Program as

Part D of Title IV of the Social, Security Act.4 The IV-D program, prlmari Iy a

state program, with significant tederal Involvement and federal funding,

requires each ~tate to develop a chi Id ,support enforcement program that pro

vides services for establishing paternity, locating absent parents, establ Ish

Ing support obi Igatlons, .and enforcing such obi Igatlons. The states are

required to provide these services to all AFDC families and to non-AFDC

families who request such serv Ices, a Ithough a fee must be charged to the

latter fam i I ·1 es.5 To fac III tate co I Iect Ion across states, a Federa I Parent

Locator Service was established with access to Federal data files on Individ

ual s, Including Social Security Administration earnings records and Internal

Revenue Service tax records. State~ are al so given financial Incentives for

cooperating with one another.6

Very few women on welfare receive chi Id support from the absent rather.

According to data from the Current Population Survey (CPS) for 1981, only 15

percent of ful I-year recipients of AFDC benefits received chi Id support and

only 28 percent had a formal child support award.7 Clearly, there are a large

number of absent fathers who are contributing nothing to the support of their

chi Idren. However, the problems encountered In collecting support are re-

f Iected In the fact that a Imost one-ha If of the ch i Idren In AFDC fam I I Ies had

parents who were not marrled8 and In 47 percent of the cases the whereabouts
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of the father Is reported as unknown, although the true percentage of missing

fathers may be less because the implicit 100 percent tax rate on chi I d support

income by the AFDC program creates incentives for the mothers to conceal this

information.

Despite difficulties In collecting support, the Chi Id Support Enforcement

Program has grown steadily since Its inception•.ln1982, however, the Office

of Chi Id Support Enforcement (OCSE) expressed concern that growth in the

program may be tapering off <USDHHS, 1982a),9 In FY 1983, chi I d support

collections on behalf of AFDC famll ies totaled $880 mill ion, or about 6.6

percent of AFDC benefits paid <USDHHS, 1983). Collections were over $1.1

bi I I ion for non-AFDC famllles. 10

Two major changes are occurr I ng in the I V-D program -rh at are I I ke I y oro

Increase collections in the future. First, section 2331 of the Omnibus Recon

ciliation Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-35) authorizes the Internal Revenue Serv Ice to

withhold Federal Income tax refunds for persons seriously delinquent in child

support payments to AFDC fam il i es. OCSE acts as the agent of I RS I n the tax

refund Intercept process. This is the first time the IRS has participated in

a major collection activity not directly related to tax Ilabi I itles. It

signifies an Important new direction in social pol Icy legislation in the

U.S. 11

The second major change In the IV-D program Is that it appears to be

focusing greater attention on the non-AFDC component of the program. The main

. purpose of the non-AFDC component is "cost avoidance"; that is preventing

fam i I I es from go I ng on AFDC (and other we I fare programs) by co I I ect I ng ch I I d

support payments. The Chi Id Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, signed by

President Reagan in August 1984 , is designed to aid non-AFDC famil ies in
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collecting chi Id support. The legislation authorizes mandatory wage with

ho Iding of ch II d support for de I i nquent parents,' expands use of the federa I

and state tax intercept programs, and increases federal incentives'to states

In the i r co I Ieet ion efforts.

With increased federal and state Invol vement In chi Id support enforce

ment, there has emerged a significant need for de~eloplng ways of eval uating

the government's role in this area. In order to make informed pol icy deci

sions, two major research questions must be answered. First, how effective

are current chi Id support enforcement procedures? Second, what is the impact

of receiving chi Id support on welfare dependency and poverty? The purpose of

this paper is to investigate empirically these two questions using data from

two recent microeconomlc household surveys: the merged March/Ap~1 I 1982

Current Population Survey (CPS) and the 1979 AFDC Recipient Characteristics

Study. A theoretical model of participation In the AFDC program is developed

and estimated using the CPS'data. 12 The results indicate that economic Incen

tives playa significant role In determining welfare participation and that

receiving chi Id support acts to reduce wei fare dependency. The wei fare par

ticipation model results are used In conjunction with data on the IV-D program

to derive estimates of the Impact of the IV-D program (as It existed In 1979

and 1981) on receipt of chi Id support. Data from both the CPS and AFDC Survey

are used In this analysis. The results indicate significant impacts of cer

tain types of IV-D services on child support outcomes. Overall, It Is esti

mated that In 1981 the IV-D program increased the chi Id supportreclplency

rate by about 9 percent and col iectlons by about 5 percent. The empirical

findings are used to simulate the effects of various chi ld support enforcement

pol icles on wei fare dependency, poverty, and weI fare costs. The simul atlons
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suggest that chi Id support enforcement represents a potentially effective

means for reducing welfare costs but has I ittle Impact on welfare dependency

and poverty.

In this section, a model of participation in the AFDC program is devel

oped and estlmated. 13 The model's results are used to assess the Impact of

receiving chi Id support on welfare dependency and provide the basis for the

analysis In the next section where estimates are derived for the impact of the

IV-D program on ch II d support outcomes for AFDC and non AFDC fam II ies.

A female headed family Is assumed to participate In the AFDC program If

participation increases Its utility. Consider a family which Is hypothesized

to maximize a monotonic, strictly quasi-concave utility function U(H,Y), where

H is hours of work, Y is expenditures on market goods, UH < 0, Uy > 0, UHH <

0, Uyy < 0, and UHy < O. The budget constra i nt for the fam il y is Y= WH + N+

PS, where Wis the wage rate, N Is nonwage income other than AFDC, P is a

binary (1, 0) variable fndicatlng whether or not the fami Iy receives AFDC

benefits, and S is the level of AFDC benefit~ For the period covered In this

study (1981), monthly AFDC benefits are determined by S = r(gS - N - 2/3WH +

20 + D),14 where r is the ratable,15 S Is the AFDC standard of need, 9 is the

standard of need reduction rate, N is nonwage income other than AFDC (incl ud-

ing ch il d support), and Dis work expenses wh ich are assumed to vary I inear Iy

with earnings (D = bWH).16 Using the AFDC benefit formula, the budget
A A A

constraint can be rewritten as Y= YN + WH, where YN= N(l - rP) + rP(gS + 20)

and W= (1 - rP(2/3 - b»W. 17
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Maximization of the uti I Ity function subject to the budget constraint

YIe Ids a set of eq uat Ions determ InIng Y, H, and the marg Inal ut II Ity of Income

as functions of Iii and YN. Substituting these solution equatlons,lnto the

direct utility function ylel ds the Indirect utility function V = yeW, YN).

Denoting V1 as the value of V for P = 1 and VO as the value of V for P = 0,

yields the AFDC participation decision:

Participate In AFDC If

8V = V1 - VO > 0 (1)

A second order Taylor series expansion of (I) around the Initial position

(W, N) YIe Ids:

where

8V = Vy 8YN + VW 8W + 1/2 Vyy (8YN)2 + 1/2 Vww (8w)2
A A

+ Vyw 8YN 8W + remaln~er,

,8W = -Wr(2/3 - b)

8YN'= -r(N - gS - 20)

( 2)

Assuming an upward sloping labor supply function, It Is expected that

Vy > 0, Vw > 0, Vyy > 0, Vww > 0, and Vyw < O. In reality, these parameters

are likely to vary across families, but in the empirical work below only their

average val ues In the samp Ie are est Imated.

It may be noted that knowledge of the second order terms of (2) enables

calculation of Income and substitution effects on Initial labor supply. This

can be seen by making use of Roy's Identity, which Is a function of the two

first order terms of (2) (SII berberg, 1978; Henderson and Quandt, 1980):
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where Ho Is I,nltlal (pre-AFDC) hours of work. 18

Differentiating Roy's Identity with respect to Wand YNylelds the rela

tionships for Income and wage e'ffects on Initial hours of wor'k as functions of

the first and second order terms of (2):

..

(VyVww - VwVyw)/Vy• ( 5)

Equations (4) and (5) form the basis for calculatln~ yarloua labor supply

elasticities of Interest.19

In the appl leatlon presented here, Interest Isln estimating the Impact

of receiving child support on uti I Ity 'and hence on AFDC partlcipatlon.20

Denoting chi Id support payments by C and noting that C is a component of N

yields

A A

('dl1V/8C) = -r(Vy + Vyy llYN + Vyw llW).

A A

Hence, so long as llYN> 0 and llW < 0 the theoretical model Implies that

( 6)

receiving chi Jd support reduces the probabi I ity of being dependent on wei fare.

The magnitude of the reduction depends on the magnitude of the change In net

nonwage Income, the magnitude of the change in the net wage rate, and the size

of the implicit tax rate on child support payments (given by the value of

r ).21
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Equation (2) Is the basic model to be estimated. Denoting the remainder

In (2) by an error term u yields the fol lowing model of partlclp~tlon In the

AFDC program:

p = {0
1 Ii ff u < -XCI.

U ~ -XCI.,

..
distributed with scale parameter a so that u has unit variance, then (7) Js

simply a problt model for participation. Estimation of. (7) by problt analysis

enables Identification only of aCl., however equations (3), (4), and (5) carr

stili be solved.·

AFDC Is a monthly program. Hence, proper estimation of (7) requires

monthly data on AFDC participation. Unfortunately, the data fl Ie used to

estimate the model (the merged March/Apr I I 1982 Current Population Survey)

does not contain monthly data on AFDC participation. However, the data fl Ie

.does contain Information sufficient for estimating a model determining the

number of months on AFDC during the survey year (1981), or equivalently, the

fraction of the year spent on AFDC (number of months divided by 12). Thus

empirically, the"focus wi II be on the AFDC participation decision over the 12

month period of 1981 rather than In any given month. The model actually

estimated may be written as:
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F* = xl3 + E

F =

~ a

F* < 1

F* ~ 1, (8)

where 13 = aa and F is the observed fract ion of th~ year spent on AFDC. The

error term E is assumed to be normally distributed with mean a and variance

crZ• This model has the general form of a two limit probit regression model

(see Rosett and Nelson, 1975).

Denoting ¢1(-xl3/cr) by ¢1' ¢Z«1-xl3)!cr) by ¢Z, ¢l(-xS!crl by ¢1' and

¢Z«1-xl3)!cr) by ¢Z, where ¢ and ¢ are the standard normal distribution and

density functions respectively, the model impl ies

( 9)

Differentiating (9) with respect to C and substituting in equation (6) gives:

C1 0)

which represents the effect of receiving chi ld support on (annual) AFDC

participation.

The CPS does not identify F* directly for nonl imit observations (fami lies

who spent only part of the year on AFDC). Instead, the survey identifies

whether the fami Iy received AFDC benefits for part of the year, without

specifying the precise number of months. As Rosett and Nelson (1975) show,

this information is sufficient to identify 13 and cr Z• The I ikel ihood function

for the model is given by

9



us, olF, x) = IT <PI IT(<P 2 - <PI) IT(l - <P 2 )',

F=O O<F*<I F=I

(11)

Maximization of L with respect to Sand 0 gives consistent estimates of Sand

0. 22

Q§I§ §n~ ~§Ll§bl~~

The data, as mentioned earlier, are from the merged March/Apr I I 1982

Current Population Survey. This survey Is the second attempt by the Depart

ment of Commerce to obtain detal led Information about chi Id support arrange

ments of fam Illes In wh Ich the ch II dren are not I Iv Ing with both natura I

'parents.23 AI though the survey covers families In which the mother Is

current lye Ith er marr ied or unmarr Ied, the focus i ri th Is paper Is on f.am II ies

with only one parent In the home because these families have a greater risk of

becoming dependent on welfare. The 1982 CPS Is particularly useful for this

stu'dy because It contains Information on participation In the AFDC program as

wei I as on various services performed by administrators of the IY-D program on

beha I f of AFDC and non-AFDC tam II ies.24

The main variables Included In the empirical participation model are

those contained In equation (2). In addition, some control variables are

added to account for varying preference structures of tamll ies.25

Maln .E~QnQml~ ~aLl§bl~~

The main economic variables are 6W, 6YN and the second order transforma

tions of these variables. In order to calculate 6W, Information Is required

on r (the ratable), b (the reduction In the AFDC tax rate due to work related

expenses), and W(the mother's gross wage rate). For r, the statutory va I ue

given In USDHHS (1981) 'Is used. This variable Is equal to one In every state
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except Mlssls·slppl. and South Carolina. To derive b, the procedure suggested

by 'Hutchens (1978) Is used.26 Because W I s on Iy observed for a subset of

women (those who worked during the year 1981>, the standard seJ~ctlvl·ry

correction procedure developed by Heckman (1979) Is used to estimate W for al J

samp I e member s.27

" "-
The second economic variable Is ~YN. To calculate ~YN, Information Is

required on N (nonwage Income), S (the AFDC standard of need), and g (the

standard of need reduct I on rate). Annua I amounts are used for Nand S. N Is

derived from daioa In the CPS on family nonwage Income. Alimony and chi I d
..

support payments are Included In N and are taken from the Aprl I supplement,

while the other nonwage Income comes from the Income section of the main March

questionnalre.28 Other nonwage Income Includes all cash pubJ Ie and private

transfers (excluding AFDC) as well as reported capital Income. To derive S

and g, the values given In USDHHS (1981, 1982) are used. Because AFDC need

standards and reduction rates are determined on a fiscal year basis and the

CPS data refer to the calendar year, the weighted averages of Sand g for the

two fiscal years under study are used <USDHHS, 1981~ 1982). The values of S

used vary with family size, which is reported In the CPS.29

I n order to a I low for vary I ng preferences across fam II i es, severa I con-

trol va'rlables are added to the equation. These Incl ude dummy varlabl'es for

region of the country (Northwest, Northcentral, West), dummy variables for

race/ethnlcity (Black, Hispanic), age and years of schooling of the mother,

family size, dummy variables for marital status of mother (divorced, sepa-

rated), dummy variables for employment status of the mother at the time of the

marital dissolution (working full-time, working part-time, and unemployed),30
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a~d a dummy variable for whether the state In which the fami Iy resides imposes

a I imlt on the AFDC payment or imposes less than a 100 percent tax rate on

chi Jd support payments and other n~nwage income.

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of the variables in

the AFDC participation model. On average, the AFDC program reduces the net

wage of the mother by $1.7231 and Increases net n.onwage income by $2,600 per

year. The fairly large increase in net nonwage Income illustrates the gener-

oslty of the AFDC program relative to existing chi Id support collections and

other nonwage income.

Estimates of the AFDC participation model are presented In Table 2. Two

versions of the model are presented. The first includes only the first order

terms of the Taylor series expansion. The second includes the first and

second order terms.

For the version with the first order terms only, the two estimated para-

meters of the Indirect utility function (Vw and Vy) are statistically signifi

cant and of the expected sign. The results suggest that economic incentives

playa significant role In determining welfare participation. The higher tax

rate of the AFDC program relative to the control environment acts to dlscour-

age participation while the higher nonwage income (in the form of the AFDC

guarantee) encourages participation. The results also Imply that partici-

patlon is higher for Jow-wage women and lower for women that receive child

support payments. The implied initial hours of work from the first order

terms (Vw/V y) is 992 per year. Average hours of work in the sample is 1,101.

The results also indicate that the mother's preference for work is a

strong determinant of AFDC participation. Mothers who were employed at the

12



Table J

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables
in AFDC Participation Model

(N = 2,543) .

Variable Mean Standard Deviation
A

t-H -1.72 .56

t-YN (x 10-3) 2.66 2.68

(t-W)2 3.29 2.24

(t-YN)2(x 10-6) 14.27 15.28

t-YNt-W (x 10-.3.) -4.38 5.26

1 = Northeast .20 .40

1 = Northcentral .24 .42

1 = \lJest .22 .42

1 = 81 ack .31 .46

1 = Hispanic .08 .26

Years of Schooling 11.80 2.40

1 = Divorced .49 .50

1 = Separated .25 .43

1 = Worked Full-time at Time of
Dissolution .31 .46

1 = Worked Part-time at Time of
Dissolution .07 .26

= Unemployed at Time of Dissolution .08 .27

Family Size 3.15 1.34

Age of Mother 32.45 8.74

1 = Limit on State AFDC Payment or
Ratable on Deficit .31 .46
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Tabl e 2

Estimates of AFDC Participation Model
(Estimated Asymptotic Standard Errors in Parentheses)

First Order Second Order
Variable Approximation Approximation

A

L1W .151 * (.079 ) .187 (.278)
L1YN (x 103) . .152*** C016) .027 (.051)
(L~W) 2 -.038 (.078 )

'(L1YN)2(x 106) .006* (.003 )
L1WL1YN(x 103) -.061** (.029)
1 = Northeast .273*** (.095) .250** (.099)
1 = Northcentral .361*** (.088) .344*** '(.091)
1 = t~est .087 (.098 ) .055 (.102 )
1 = Black .406*** (.072) .401*** (.072)
1 = Hispanic -.027 (.111) -.026 (. lll)
Years of Schooling -.11 0*** ( .015) -.113*** ( .015)
1 = Divorced -.037 (.089 ) -.033 (.089 )
1 = Separated .018 (.087) .011 (.087)
1 = Worked Full-time at Time

of Dissolution -.665*** (.078 ) -.663*** (.078)
1 = Worked Part-time at Time

of Dissolution -.362*** (.124 ) -.355*** (.125 )
1 = Unemployed at Time of

Dissolution -.008 (.105) -.009 ( .106)
Family Size .013 ( .023) -.002 (.025 )
Age of ~lother -.027*** (.004 ) -.028*** (.004 )
1 = Limit on State AFDC

Payment or Ratable on
Deficit -.050 (.066) -.055 (.067)

Constant 1.394*** (.207) 1.670*** (.331)
1/0 .306*** (.020 ) .306*** (.020)
- Log of Likelihood 1709 1705
Nonrecipients 1,692

Partial Year Recipients 206
Full Year Recipients 645

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.

***Significant at 1% level.
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time of the marital dissol utlon are much less likely to become weI fare recip

Ients than mothers who did not work. The effect of ful I time work Is almost

twice the effect of part-time work. Mothers who were unemployed. at the time

of the marital dissolution are Just as likely to become welfare recipients as

mothers who were out of the labor force.

When the second order terms are Included In the equation, the results are

weakened somewhat. Although 4 of the 5 estimated parameters of the'lndirect

util ity function are of the expected sign, only 2 are statistically signifi

cant. However, a Ilkel ihood ratio test reveals that the second order terms

are statistical Iy ~Igniflcant at the 5 percent level. (Chl~square = 8.16,

degrees, of freedom = 3); hence the expanded specification Is more appropriate.

Unfortunately, the Implied labor supply effects from the parameters of the

expanded mode I do not make much sense. Apparent Iy, the high degree of co I J In

earlty between the linear and quadratic terms make It extremely difficult to

Identify separately the 5 main parameters of the Indirect utility function.

The results can be used to estimate the Impact of receiving chi Id support

on AFDC dependency (see equation (10). Eval uated at the sample means of the

variables In the model, the effect per $1,000 of child support Is -.044. That

Is, an increase in ann.ua I ch II d support payments of $1,000 wII I reduce the

probabi I Ity of being on AFDC by 4.4 percentage polnts.32 it Is important to

note that this represents a very large increase In chi Id support payments

relative to the mean payment In the sample ($751). Later In this paper,

results are presented for simulating the effects of a variety of more real Is

tic chi Id support policies on wei fare dependency and poverty.

The results can also be used to calculate the effect of changing the

Implicit tax rate on chi Id support payments on AFDC dependency. One way to

15



change this tax rate is to reduce the ratab,/e, r. Changing the ratable

affects not only the impllc,lt tax rate on child support but also the Impflclt

tax rate on earnings and the AFDC guarantee level.33 As can be seen from

equation (2), changing the ratable affects all terms in the Taylor series
A

expansion. For example, a decrease in the ratable increases 6W and decreases
A

6YN (so long as N < gS + 20). Because the effects-of these two variables are

offsetting the expected net effect on AFDC dependency is uncertain. Eva! uated

. at the sample means of the variables in the expanded version of the model~ the

results imply that reducing the ratable (and hence implicit tax rate on child

support) from 100 percent to 75 percent wou I d lIl,gr.§.9~§ AFDC dependency by 1.4

percentage points. This Implies that the income effect of the tax rate change

dam Inates the wage eff~ct.34

In this section, data from the merged March/Apri I CPS and the 1979 AFDC

Recipient Characteristics Study are used to estimate the impact of the IV-D

program on various chi Id support outcomes. Because IV-D Impacts are likely to

vary by AFDC status, separate esti~ates are derived for AFDC and non-AFDC

families.35 As wi II be shown, the results from the AFDC participation model

in the previous section play an important role in the analysis of this

section.

The basic empirical model to be estImated In this section is given as

follows:

( 12)
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where Ci = child support outcome for·the ith group,

Zi = vector of control variables for the ith group,

IVD I = vector of variables representing services provided by the

IV-D program for the Ith group,

ui = a random error term.

For the CPS data, three groups are identifled: nonreclpients qf AFDC,

partial year recipients of AFDC, and full year recipients of AFDC. For the

AFDC survey data, the only group for which the model can be 'estlmated is

recipients of AFDC in the survey month.

The Impact of the IV-D program on chi Id support Is given by estimates of

01 for each group. In empirically Implementing equation (12), three potential

ly serious problems arise. First, if selection into each of the three groups

depends on unmeasured variables affecting AFDC status, then standard regres

sion analysis applied to (12) will yield ~Iased estimates of 01. Using

equation (8) from the previous section, this can be formal fy shown as follows:

~Qnr~~l~l~nl~ Ql hEQ~

E(C1) = Zl Y1 + IVD 101 +" E(u1 1 F*.5. 0),

E.§rI1.§1 Y~.§r B~~l.Ql~.!JI~ Ql hEQQ

E(C2) = Z2Y2 + IVD202 + E(u2 1 0 < F* < 1),

E~ll Y~.§r B~~l~lg.!Jl~ Ql hEQQ

E(C3) = Z3Y3 + IVD303 + E(u3 I F* ~ 1).

( 13)

(14)

(15)

Under the assumption that the uis are normally distributed with zero

means and standard deviations equal to ai' (13)-(15) can be rewritten as:
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E(C1) = ZlYl + IV0101 + E(ul IE < -x(3),

= Zl Yl + (V D1 01 - Pl0l¢1/~1'

E(C2 ) = Z2YZ + IV020Z + E(uZ !-xl3 < E < 1 - x(3),

= ZZ Y2 + IVD202 + PZ02(¢1 - .¢Z)/(~2 - ~1)'

E(C3 ) = Z3Y3 + IVD303 + E(u3 IE> 1 ... x(3),

= Z3Y3 + IVD303 + P303¢2/( 1 - ~Z)'

( 16)

( 17)

( 18)

where PI = 0IE/ool Is the partial correlation coefficient. between ul and E.

Hence, only If ul Is uncorreJated with E will ordinary least squares estima

tion of 01 be unbiased. Since there Is no reason to presume zero correlation,

this type of selectivity bl~~ must be taken Into account In estimation.

Fol lowing Heckman (1979), selectivity bias correction terms are construc

ted for (16)-{18) based on the results Tn Table 2. These selectivity correc

tion terms are then entered Into equations (16)-{18) and standard regression

analysis Is appl led.36 The effects of this type of selectivity bias on the

results are discussed later In this section.

The second and third problems arising in estimating (12) stem from the

fact that IV-D services are not provided on a random basis to the population.

The second problem has to do with the fact that not all families seek help

from OCSE. In particular, only families having difficulties obtaining child

support are (Ikely to apply. This type of selectivity bias Is particularly

rei evant for non-AFDC families because their participation In the program Is

voluntary. Because al J AFDC families are required to assign support rights to

18



the IV-D agency, selection Into the program may not cause as serious a bias

for them, although such a bias sti I J may be present. Fail ure to correct for

this problem could lead to a significant underestimate of the Impact of the

IV-D program.

The third problem has to do with the possibl I ity that among those who

apply for services, the IV-D agency targets serv!c~s in a nonrandom way. This

potential source of bias Is particularly relevant for AFDC families because

IV-D services are provided to them free of charge.37 Faced with resource

constra Ints and performance standards, there may' be an inducement to "cream,"

that is provide services to the easiest cases. If such creaming exists,

estimated impacts of the IV-D program would be too' high.

In the empirical. work below, an attempt is made to adjust for nonrandom

provision of services. for the problem of selection into the IV-D progr~m,

the adjustment is made by Incl uding as a control variable a dummy variable

denoting, whether the family contacted OCSE. The expected sign of this vari

able is negative, particularly for non-AFDC famil ies. The variable Is only

av ai Iab Ie for the CPS samp Ie. However, as ment Ioned above, the prob J em may

not be as ser ious for AFDC fam II ies.

The problem of nonrandom targei'lng Is more difficult to deal with empiri

cally. It essentially requires purging the program service variables of

systematic unmeasured effects. Since this problem Is likely to be most impor

tant for AFDC famll ies, an adjustment Is attempted only on the AFDC survey

sample. A generalized least squares, Instrumental variable procedure is

adopted (to account for the endogeneity of the program service variable) and

the results are reported later In this section. The results are not entirely

satisfactory, but they imply that IV-D program administrators target services
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on the more difficult rather than the easier cases. Hence, there Is no

evidence of "creaming" by program administrators. The main results presented

below do not adjust for nonrandom targeting so, If anything, they underesti

mate the true Impact of the IV-D program.

Em~lrl~sl S~§~111~~I1Qn

Both the CPS and the AFDC survey data provrde Information on the types of

services provided by the IV-D program. In the CPS, mothers were asked whether

they had ever contacted OCSE, whether they received help, and what types of

services were provided. The services listed are (1) an attempt to locate the

father, (2) an attempt to establish paternity, (3) an attempt to establish a

support ob I Igat Ion, (4) an attempt to enforce 'a support, order, (5) ~n attempt

to obtain col'lectlon, and (6) other (unspecified) services. Three sets of

variables measuring program Impacts are constructed from this Information.

The first Is a dummy variable Indicating whether hel p was received. The

second Is a variable denoting the number of different types of services pro

vided. The third Is a set of dummy variables denoting which specific services

were provided. Four chi Id support outcomes are examined as dependent vari

ables: whether chi Id support was received, the amount of chi Id support

received, whether a chi Id support obligation exists, and the amount of the

ch II d support ob I Igat Ion.38

In the AFDC survey, Information Is avai lable on three IV-D services: (1)

whether an action was taken to locate the father, (2) whether an action was

taken to establ Ish paternity, and (3) whether an action was taken to enforce a

support order. This Information was provided by the caseworker rather than

the mother and hence may not have the same Interpretation as the information

given In the CPS.
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Table 3 presents the means of the chi Id support outcome variables and the

various IV-D service variables used In this analysis. As one woul d expect,

nonreclplents of AFDC have higher chi Id support award and recl~lency rate~

They are al so less likely to use IV-D services. Full year recipients of AFDC

in the CPS have approximately the same chi Id support award and reclplency

rates as AFDC faml! les ,in the AF.DC survey sample! lending credence to the

accuracy of the data. The dollar amounts In the CPS are somewhat higher,.
reflecting presumably. the different survey periods (1979 versus 1981).

,Surprisingly, there are,very large differences In the reported use of IV

D services for AFDC famll ies In the CPS and the AFDC survey samples. It Is

not clear why the reported u~age is so muc~ higher In the AFDC survey sample.

It may ref,lect lack of knowledge on' the part of the mother regarding which'

services are provided or It may reflect different definitions of whether a

service Is performed. The very large numbers In the AFDC survey sample se~m

to Imp Iy that some of the serv ices reported by the caseworkers may be simp Iy

verification of Information pertaining to the mother's chi Id support sltua-

tion. For example, a pat~rnlty action may represent mer~ly a verificatIon of

the fact that paternity Is known rather than an actual attempt to establ Ish

paternity. In the CPS it Is not known whether the low numbers reflect lack of

knowledge or low utll Izaflon of the program. Certainly In the case of non

AFDC famll ies, the figures suggest low utilization of the program.39 In any

event, without access to actual IV-D case records, there Is no way of assess-

Ing the general accuracy of the service Information provided In the two sur-

veys.

In 'addltlon to the program Impact variables, the empirical model s contain

several control variables. The control variables consist of dummy variables
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Table 3

Means of Selected Variables in IV-D Impact Model by AFDC Status

CPS AFDC Survey
Partial Year Full Year Recipient in

Nonrecipients .Recipients Recipients March 1979
Variable (N = 1,692) (N = 206) (N = 645) (N = 15,116)

= Received Child Support .45 .31 . 15 . 12

Amount of Child Support Received 978. 1 428.2 258.9 147.8a

1 = Child Support Obligation Exists .55 .46 .28 .30

Amount of Child Support Obligation 1,368.8 859.4 612. 1 443.8a

N 1 = Contacted OCSE .20 A3 .36 N.A.
N

1 = Received Help from OCSE .10 .24 . 19 .74

Number of Services Provided •14 .36 .29 1. 55

1 = Attempt to Locate Father - .03 .07 .07 .63

1 = Attempt to Establish Paternity .003 .02 .02 .49

1 = Attempt to Establish Obligation .03 .07 .07 N.A.

1 = Attempt to Enforce Support Order .04 .08 .04 .43

1 = Attempt to Obtain Collection .03. .06 .05 N.A .

= Received Other OCSE Service .02 .05 .04 N.A.

N.A. = Not Available
aMonth1y data converted to annual terms.



for region of the country (Northeast, Northcentral, West), dummy variables for

race/ethnicity (black, Spanish), age and education of the mother, number of

chi Idren In variQus age groups (0-5, 6-11, 12-18), dummy variables for marital

status of mother (divorced, separated), years since the marital dissol ution,

number of chi Id support enforcement procedures used in the state (see USDHHS,

1981), a dummy variable for whether the state has.a tax Intercept program, a

dummy variable for whether the state has a statute of I imitation for estab

lishing paternity, and the two selectivity correction terms (a dummy variable

for whether the mother contacted OCSE and the appropriate variable defined In

) equations (16)-(18».

PrQ,grgID lID.Qg~i~ Q.D B.§~.§l.Qi Qj .cbll.d .s.!J.l2.QQr.:t

Tables 4 and 5 present the estimated Impacts of the IV-D program on

whether chi Id support is received and the amount received. These results

Indicate that the IV-D program has a significantly positive Impact on receiv

Ing chi Id support for each group. The estimated impacts in the two data sets

are qual itatively simi Iare

In the CPS, famil ies who reported receiving help from OCSE have a 20 per

centage point higher probabi I ity of receiv Ing chll d support than families who

did not report receiving such hel p. Prior to receiving IV-D services, the mean

probabi Iity of receiving chi Id support for those who contacted OCSE is .18.40

Provision of OCSE services ralses'this probability to .38. Interestingly, the

mean chi Id support recipiency rate for those who did not contact OCSE Is

a Iso .38, so the program appears to ra Ise the probab i I ity of rece i vi ng ch i Id

support to the level prevailing in the rest of the population. Overall, the IV-D

program appears to have Increased the chi Id support reclpiency rate among single

parent families in the. United states by .03, which is about a 9 percent Increase.41
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Table 4

Estimated Impact of IV-D Program on Probability of Receiving Child Support
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Type of Service Provided
1 = Received Number of 1 = Attempt r = Attempt 1 = Attempt 1 - Attempt 1 = Attempt
Help From Services to Locate to Establish to Establish to Enforce to Obtain 1 = Other

OCSEe Providede Father Paternity Obligation Obligation Collection Service

CPSa -----

Full Sample (N = 2,543) .20*** .09*** -.14*** -.01 .12*** .22*** .21*** -.02
( .03) (.02) ( .05) ( .09) (.05) (.05) (.05) ( .05)

Nonrecipients of AFDC .19*** .09*** -.10 -.10 .06 .22*** .19*** .02
(N = 1,692)b (.05) (.02) (.on ( .20) ( .07) (.06) (.on ( .08)

Partial Year Recipients of AFDC .29*** .11** -.22* .10 .13 .11 .37** .21
(N = 206)b . ( .09) ( .05) ( .13) (.19) (.13 ) (.13 ) (.16) ( .14)

Full YearbRecipients of AFDC .18*** .08*** -.15*** -.10 .18*** .16** .26*** -.02
(N = 645) ( .04) ( .02) ( .06) ( .10) (.06) (.on (.on ( .06)

AFDC Survel

Recipients of AFDC in Survey .11*** .10*** -.01* .02*** f .22*** f f
Month (N = 15,116) ( .Oll ( .Oll ( .Oll ( .Oll ( .Oll

N
Divorced (N = 4,049)d .21*** . 10*** -.03* .02 f .31*** f f

.j:::> ( .02l. (.Oll ' ( .02) ( .Oll ( .02)

Legally Separated (N = 444) .16** .11*** .02 .02 f .27*** f f
( .06) ( .02) . (.05) ( .04) ( .05)

Deserted (N = 3,415) .10*** .07*** -.002 .01 f .20*** f f
(.01 ) ( .005) (.01 ) ( .Oll ( .Oll

Unmarried (N = 8,447) .11*** .07*** . - .01 .04*** f .19*** f f
( .Oll (.002) ( ..Oll ( .Oll ( .Oll

aEffects are for 1981. eEntered in separate regressions.
bEffects are adjusted for selectivity bias. fVariable not available in survey.
cEffects are for March 1979 and are not adjusted for selectivity bias. *Significant at 10% level.dlndividual categories sum to more than total sample because some families have

children in more than one category. **Significant at 5% level.
***Significant at 1% level.
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Table 5

Estimated Impact of IV-D Program on Amount of Child Support Received
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Type of Service Provided
1 = Received Number of 1 = Attempt 1 = At fenlpt--- 1 - Attempt 1 = Attempt 1 = Attempt
Help From Services to Locate to Establish to Establish to Enforce to Obtain 1 = Other

OCSEe Providede Father Paternity Obligation Obligation Collection Service
CPSa

Full Sample (N = 2,543) 258.4*** 113.4** -188.8 290.4 319.0** 111. 7 180.9 -175.5
(100.6) (52.0) (143.0) (292.9) (146.4) (146.4) (155.9) (166.9)

Nonrecipients of AFDC 208.0 120.6 -124. 1 506.1 350.7 86.1 191.3 -109.0
(N = 1,692)b (146.9) (78.6) (128.4) (656.8) (230.3) (195.4) (220.1) (264.1)

Partial Year Recipients of AFDC 284.6* 42.4 -208.3 62.7 177.1 241.6 -82.3 32.3
(N = 206)b . (174.0) (88.6) (247.0) (383.9) (242.3) (249.8) (300.5) (275.4)

Full Year Recipients of AFDC 293.1*** 122.3** -254.7** 158.9 96.8 76.7 426.2*** -31. 9
(N = 645)b (96.9) (48.6) (127.5) (222.9) (130.9) (169.6) (152.9) (149.5)

AFDC Surve,{

Recipients of AFDC in Survey 112.8*** 74.8*** -24.7** 1.2 f 252.8*** f f
Month (N = 15,116) (9.5) (3.6) (10.0) (8.8) (9.8)

.Divorced (N = 4,049)d 269.4*** 125.9*** -77 .6*** 22.6 f 414.5*** f f
'N (34.0) (ll.n (29.5) (23.0) (26.7)
(J1

Legally Separated (N = 444) 151. 1 133.6*** 25.6 -28.6 f 366.5*** f f
(107.9) (32.7) (92.6) (73.7) (87.6)

Deserted (N = 3,415) 124.2*** 88.4*** -19.7 1.1 f 270.7*** f f
(22.7) (8.4) (21.2) (18.5) '(21.4)

Unmarried (N = 8,447) 88.7*** 61.9*** 3.5 20.9** f 174.5*** f f
(9.0) (3.5) (10.4) (10.2) (10.5)

aEffects are for 1981. eEntered in separate regressions.
bEffects are adjusted for selectivity bias. fVariables not available in survey.
cEffects are for March 1979 converted to annual amounts and are not adjusted for

selectivity bias. *Significant at 10% level.
dIndividual categories sum to more than total sample because some families have **Signi·ficant at 5% level.

children in more than one category. ***Significant at 1% level.
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Dollarwlse, families using the IV-D progr.am are not receiving as much as

the rest of the population. Prior to receIving IV-D services, the mean amount

of ch I Id support rece Ived per year for those who contacted OCSE. Is $271.

Provision of OCSE services Increases average collections to $530 per year.

The· mean amount of chi Id support received by those who did not contact OCSE Is

$874 per year. Overa I I, the IV-D program appear? to have Increased co I Iec

tions nationwide by abo~t 5 percent.

For both data sets, the results suggest that successful col fectlon of

child support Is the result of a cumulative package of services. This can be

seen by examining the estimated Impacts on the Individual program service

variables. Use of the parent locator service to find the absent father, for

examp Ie,actua I IY redu'ces the probab II Ity of obta InIng support un Iess enforce

ment services are al so provided.

S1m II ar I y, estab J Ish Ing patern Ity does not Increase co I Iect ion rates

unless further services are provided. Finally, there appears to be a positive

payoff from attempts to establ ish support obligations but collection rates can

be increased even further If enforcement services are al so provided.

The IV-D program appears to be effective for both AFDC and non-AFDC

families. However, In terms of doll ars coil ected, the program appears to be

more effective for AFDC faml lies. This may be a reflection of the fact that

collections for AFDC families offset AFDC benefit amounts (and therefore AFDC

program costs) on a dol lar-for-dol lar basis, so the Incentive for the program

administrators to pursue col fectlon for AFDC famll ies Is greater. Collection

for non-AFDC families also reduces AFDC program costs but this "cost avoid

ance" Impact of the program Is Indirect, resulting from Its effect of reducing

welfare dependency.
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The large sample size in the AFDC survey enables estimation of separate

IV-D program Impacts according to marital status. As would be expected, the

impacts are largest for divorced women and sma I lest for unmarried women. The

Impacts are smallest for unmarried wanen because usually more services have to

be provided for them, the fathers are 'ess wll I ing to pay, and the fathers are

less ab Ie to pay.42

Overal I, the results In Tables 4 and 5 Indicate that the IV-D program is

fairly successful In its enforcement operations. As more comprehensive

collection mechanisms are put into effect, such as those contained in recent

legislation, program effectiveness should becane even greater.

lmJ;!.§s;;.:t 91 oS.§1.§s;;.:t19.o .61.9~ 9.0 .:tb.§ B.§~.Yl.:t~

As indicated earl ier, the empirical results are adjusted for two types of

selectivity bias; one arising 'from selection into the AFDC program and one

arising fran selection into the IV-D program. Table 6 shows the effects of

these two types of selectivity bias on the results. Of the two, selection

into the IV-D program is clearly the most important.

Selection into the AFDC program causes the Impacts of the IV-D program

for AFDC fam II Ies to be underest Imated and the impacts for non-AFDC fam iii es

to be overestimated. For each AFDC status, the sel ectiv Ity correction term is

statistically significant. An approximate calculation of p is al so given in

the table. These estimates imply that the error terms in the AFDC participa

tion equation and the error terms in th'e chi Id support equations are posi-

t ive Iy corre Iated.

Selection into the IV-D program causes the impacts of the IV-D program to

be severely underestimated for each group. In fact, without the correction

term (the contact variable), the estimated IV-D impacts are negative for two

27



aResults are for estimates of amount of child support received in 1981. The
standard errors are not corrected for heteroskedasticity.

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.

***Significant at 1% level.
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of the groups. The term measuring the bias (the coefficient of the contact

variable) Is greatest for non-AFDC families (as expected), but Is large and

. statistically significant for AFDC families as wei I.

The third possible source of bias In the results Is due to nonrandom

targeting of IV-D services. In order to Investl~ate the potential Importance

of this problem, three~stage least squares Is performed on the program Impact

model using the AFDC survey sample. The results are presented In Table 7.

The results suggest very large biases due to program targeting. More-
-

over, rather than Indicating "creaming" by IV-D administrators,. the results

suggest just the opposl te; that program adm Inl strators target serv Ices on tbe

more difficult cases. However, the estimated impact of the IV-D program

increases by a factor of 4 when nonrandom targeting is al lowed. This result

seems somewhat Implausible but strengthens the basic conclusion that the IV-D

program has a significant positive Impact on receipt of chi Id support.

Collection activities represent an Important part of the IV-D program and

as Indicated earlier, much recent legislation Is aimed at improving the coJ-

lectlon process. However, collection is only part of the overall child

support problem in the U.S. Equally important fran a pol Icy perspective Is

the establishment of formal chi Id support obi Igation~ More than one-half the

mothers In the CPS sample do not have a formal child support award. Lack of a

chi Id support award Is particularly prevalent among unwed mothers, who consti-

tute half the AFDC caseload. Without a formal child support award, collection

Is not possible.
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Table 7

Impact of Nonrandom Targeting on Resu1ts a
AFDCSurveySamp1e

Number of Type of Service Provided
Services = Locate 1 = Establish 1 = Enforce
Provided Father Paternity Obligation

Estimated Impact - 74.8*** -24.7** 1.2 252.8***
Random Targeting (3.6) (10.0) (8.8) (9.8)

Estimated Impact - 292.4*** -149.8* -100.6 925.0***
Nonrandom Targeting (16.2) (83.2) (76.3) (88.4)

Estimated Covariance
of Error Terms -270.0 -35.4 -10.0 -128.2

Estimated Correla-
tion of Error
Terms -.45 - .14 -.04 -.50

aOependent variable is amount of child support received per year.

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.

***Significant at 1% level.
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Tables 8 and 9 show the estImated Impacts of IV-D servIces on whether the

mother has a chIld support oblIgatIon and the amount of the oblIgatIon.

Unfortunately, In'formatlon on whether there was an attempt to establIsh an

oblIgatIon Is not avaIlable for the AFDC survey sample. Hence, the results

from the CPS and AFDC·survey samples are not dIrectly comparable.

The CPS results IndIcate sIgnIfIcant Impacts of the program on establ Ish

I ng an ob I Igat I on for AFDC fam I I Ies but not for non-AFDC fam 11.1 es. As before,

the results hIghlIght the cumulatIve nature of the IV-D program. WIthout

followIng through wIth an attempt to es-/"abllsh an oblIgatIon, father locator

and paternIty establIshment servIces do not appear to yleld'a posItIve payoff.

The I ack of a sIgnIfIcant Impact for non-AFDC famIlIes on whether an

ob I I gat Ion Is estab I I shed and for a 1.1 fam II Ies on the amount of the ob I I ga

tlon, suggests a possIble mechanIsm for further ImprovIng the IV-D program.

Most current proposa I s are a Imed at Improv I ng co I I ectl on for fam II I es a I ready

havIng a formal chIld support award. The results presented here seem to

IndIcate that Improvements can also be made In the procedures used to estab

lIsh oblIgations. Because a formal child support award does not exist In over

one-half the famil ies, such improvements could lead to a substantIal Increase

In overa! I collectlons.43 As the results below wIll Indlct;lte, such Improve

ments are potentially as effectIve as those dIrected toward famIlies already

hav Ing an obllgatlon~

4 • l!D.pll~£.tlQ.D'§ Qi .th~ B~.Yl.t.§

In the previous sectIons, an attempt has been made to determIne the

Impact of current ch II d support enforcement procedures on rece I pt of ch II d

support and the Impact of receIvIng chi Id support on wei fare dependency.
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Table 8

Estimated Impact of IV-D Program on Probability of Having a Child Support Obligation
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

·w
N

CPSa

Full Sample (N = 2,543)

Nonrecipients of AFDC (N = 1,·692)b

Partial Year Recipients of AFDC(N = 206)b

Full Year Recipients of AFDC (N = 645)b

AFDC Surv.eyc

Recipients of AFDC in Survey Month (N = 14,367)

Divorced (N = 3,841)d

Legally Separated (N = 414)

Deserted (N = 3,221)

Unmarried (N = 8,075)

= Received Help
from OCSEe

.11*** .
( .03)

.05
( .04)

.21**
( .10)

. .14***
( .05)

.19***
( .01)

.23***
( .02)

.16**
( .07)

.16***
(.02)

.22***
( .01)

Type of Service Provided
T=-Jl;nempt to L()cale-- 1 = Kffempr-tOTIlab 11 sh 1 - Attempt to Estab 11 sh

Father Paternity Obligation

.03 -.10 .12***
( .04) ( .09) ( .05)

.02 .09 .04
( .07) (.19) ( .07)

-.04 -.16 .14
(.13 ) (.22) ( . 13)

-.01 -.20* .18***
( .07) ( . 12) ( .07)

.17*** .09*** f
( .01) (.On
.27*** -.002 f

( .02) ( .01)

.36*** -.01 f
( .05) ( .05)

.20*** .02 f
( .02) ( .01)

.11*** .19*** f
( .01) ( .01)

aEffects are for 1981.
bEffects are adjusted for selectivity bias.
cEffects are for March 1979 and are not adjusted for selectivity bias.
dIndividual categories sum to more than total sample because some families have children in more than one category.
eEntered in a separate"refression.
fVariable not available in survey.

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.'

***Significant at 1% level.



Table 9 \

Estimated Impact of IV-D Program on Amount of Child Support Obligation
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Type of Service Provided

44.1
(231. 3)

157.3
(340.5)

-189.0
(344.0)

-193.6
(389.4)

= Attempt to Establish
Obligation

-194.8
(469.7)

-90.2
(963.1)

-431.3
(558.4)

-377.1
(687.7)

40.9*** f
(13.6 )

-57.6* f
(33.5)

6.6 f
(146.3)

-20.3 f
(28.5)

169.4*** f
(14.6)

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.

***Significant at 1% level.
category.

- Attempt to Establish
Paternity

= Received Help 1 = Attempt to Locate
from OSCEe Father

190.3 674.0***
(161.6) (226.5)

321. 9 1,100.7***
(218.7) (336.8)

183.5 -585.6*
(258.8) (343.2)

48.1 602.4
(293.7) (386.5)

175.9*** 209.0***
(14.2) (14.2)

253.1*** 342.1***
(42.8) (38.7)

216.9 703.6***
(192.7) (151.5)

188.4*** 265.2***
(33.3) (106.1)

210.5*** 113.3***
(13.2) (14.6)

Unmarried (N = 8,075)

Deserted (N = 3,221

Legally Separated (N = 419)

Divorced (N = 3,8~1)d

AFDC Survel
Recipients of AFDC in Survey Month (N = 14,367)

Nonrecipients of AFDC (N = 1,692)b

Full Year Recipients of AFDC (N = 645)b

CPSa

Full Sample (N = 2~543)

Partial Year Recipients of AFDC (N = 206)b

aEffects are for 1981.
bEffects are adjusted for selectivity bias.'
cEffects are for March 1979 converted to annual amounts and are not adjusted for selectivity bias.
dIndividual categories sum to more than total sample ~~cause some families have children in more than one

. :Entered in a ~eparate regression. .
Variable not available in survey.

w
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Empirical models have been developed to explain welfare dependency and to

estimate the Impact of the Chi I d Support Enforcement (IV-D) Program on various

chi Id support outcomes. The results Indicate that the IV-D program has a

significantly positive effect on receipt of chi Id support and that receipt of

chi Id support reduces wei fare dependency.

The precise magnitude of the Impact of chi l~ support enforcement policies

on welfare dependency and poverty can be estimated by applying the results to

an analysis of various types of chi Id support systems. In this section, such

an analysis Is undertaken. The objective Is to compare several pol Icy out

comes under the fo.1 low Ing ch II d support systems:

1. no chlld.support

2. child support, but no IV-D program

3. current IV-D program (as of 1981)

4. expansion of IV-D program·

a. ful I participation among those due child support

b. full participation among all eligible families

c. full enforcement of existing obligations

d. full enforcement of obi Igatlons for all single parent famll ies

By simulating wei fare dependency and poverty rates under each of these

. systems, an overal I assessment can be made of the potential of the IV-D

program as a mechanism for Increasing the economic wei I being of single-parent

famllles. 44

~g ~hllg ~~~~r±

The first system considered Is one In which no child support Is paid.

This represents the worst possible situation for single parent families. To

provide estimates of the effects of this system, at I chi Id support payments
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received under the current system are subtracted from the family's total

Income •

.cbll.d ~.Y.Q.Q.Ql:I... .B.Y± H.Q lY::.D Pl:.Q!Jl:.§ID

Under this system, it Is assumed that the family receives child support,

but the estimated program Impacts In Table 5 (based on the CPS sample) are

subtracted for all famil ies that reported receiving help from OCSE. Thus, all

calculations under this system are supposed to represent what families would

have obtained through their own efforts without the hel p of the IV-D agency•

.c.Yl:l:~D± lY=D Pl:.Q!Jl:.§ID

This system represents the current situation for each fami Iy. Here,

calculations are made using the data reported in the CPS.

E~.Q'§D~l.QD .Q1 ±b§ lY=D Pl:.Q!Jl:.§ID

f.Yll P'§l:±l~l.Q.§±l.QD hID.QD!J Ib.Q~~ D.Y~ .cbll.d ~.Y.Q.Q.Ql:±. Four potential expan

sions of the IV-D program are considered. The first, ful I participation among

those due child support, involves appl ication of the estimated program Impacts

In 1981 to all families who did not report receiving enforcement assistance

from OCSE. The estimated impacts from Table 5 for the services that attempt

to enforce an obligation and obtain collection are applied to these

f am I lies. 45

There are two major I imitations to the estimates derived under this

approach. First, it Is assumed that the Impacts woul d be the same for those

who have not received IV-D services as for those who have received IV-D

services. If targeting of services under the current system is nonrandom or

If there are Important interactions with observed characteristics of the

fam iii es that are not captured in the est imates of Tab Ie 5, then these Impacts

would not be appropriate for the famil ies not currently receiving IV-D
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services. Since It Is likely that the Impacts for such families woul d be

lower, the estimated effects of this system may be overstated.

The second I Imitation to deriving estimates under this syst~m concerns

underreportlng of OCSE contact for AFDC families. As Indicated earlier In

Table 3, the CPS and the AFDC survey differ considerably In reported use of

the IV-D program by AFDC families. It Is not cl ~ar how underreportlng of

contact with the IV-D agency would affect the calculations under this system.

One the one hand, If more families actually received services from OCSE, then

the calculations would overstate the Impact of the hypothesized expansion.46

On .the other hand, underreportlng of OCSE contact may have caused an under

estimate of the program's Impact in Table 5, which would lead to an under

statement of the impact of the expansion. Without more Information, It Is. not

possible to assess the Importance of these potential biases in the estimates.

f.ull E.§.c±l~l.l2.§±lQ!! 8mQ!!g 811 .Ellgl.bl~ f.§mlll~,a• . Under th Is system, i V-D

serv Ices are assumed to be prov Ided to a I I fam II Ies current Iy I ack Ing a ch i Id

support obligation as well as aJ J familIes currently hav Ing a chi Id support

obligation. To derive the estimates under this system, each family Is given

the est Imated Impacts In Tab Ie 5 for serv Ices they did not rece Ive, If the

family had contacted the IV-D agency but did not receive assistance In estab

I Ish Ing or enforc Ing an ob I igat Ion, they were given these serv Ices. If the

family had not contacted OCSE, then they were given the ful I range of ser

vlces.47 As In the previous system, these calciulatlons may lead to biased

Impacts if the true program Impacts for nonparticIpants are different than for

current participants.

f.ull .E!!fQ.c~~m~!!± Qf E~l,a±l!!g Q.bllg.§±lQ!!,a. Under this system, It Is

assumed that there are no new attempts to estab I Ish ch II d support ob I Igat Ions,
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but that full enforcement Is achieved for all families currently having an

obi Igatlon. This system represents the maximum possible amount that could be

collected under a system of mandatory wage withholding. The cal~ulations are

made by assuming each family due chi Id support receives the ful I amount due.

f.Yll fn.fgr~~m~!lt Ql .Q.bll~~tlQn.§ lQr lUi f~mll~.§. The f Ina I system

Inv~st Igated assumes f uI I enforcement of ch II d support ob I Igat Ions for a I I

families. It represents the maximum amount of chi Id support payments possible

under the current legal environment. To make the calculations, It Is neces

sary to pred Ict an award amount for a I I fam II Ies current Iy Iack Ing an ob I Iga

tlon. This Is done by applying the behavioral equations underlying the esti

mates In Tables 8 and 9 to ~ach family currently lacking an obi Igatlon and

then deriving an obi Iga+lon amount conditional on having an obi Igatlon. Using

these estimated obligation amounts, It Is then assumed that the families

rece Ive the fu I I amount due.48

Under each system described above, three polley outcomes are examined:

the AFDC participation rate, the poverty rate, and the amount of chi Id support

collected as a percentage of AFDC benefits paid. To calculate the AFDC parti

cipation rate, the results of Table 2 are appl led to each family under each

system using equation (9). The variables varying across each system are those

involving changes In nonwage Income.49 To calculate the poverty rate, each

family's total Income Is compared to the poverty level for that fami Iy, which

Is given on the CPS. The CPS defines poverty on the basis of cash Income only

and does not consider In-kind benefits. For our purposes, this Is not an

Important limitation because we are Interested primarily In comparing poverty

rates across different chi Id support systems rather than examining the poverty
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rate itsel f., Poverty rates are not calculated for the second, fourth, and

fifth systems because the method used to ca Icu Iate income under these systems

would lead to incorrect estimates of the poverty rate. 50

In calculating the povery rate, no behavioral changes are assumed. This

means that the poverty rate under the first system (no chi Jd s~pport) is

overestimated and the poverty rate under the last. system (ful I enforcement of

child support obi igations for al leI igible famil ies) is underestimated. 51

Hence, the range of poverty rates presented here wi t I represent the maximum

possible range under the various systems examined•
.-

The t~ird pol Icy outcome calculated Is the amount of chi Id support

collections as a percentage of AFDC benefits. This Is an often-quoted figure

in discussions of child'support pol icles and appears regularly In OCSE publl-

catlon~ It is Intended to serve as an Indicator of the collection potential

of the IV-D program. This percentage Is calculated In two ways; first by

dividing chi Id support received by the fami Iy under each system to the AF~C

benefit the family would receive If there were no chi Id support, and second by

dividing chi Id support received by the faml fy under each system to the AFDC

benefit the family would receive under that system. These calculations are

only performed for famll ies who reported receiving AFDC benefits In the CPS in

1981.

The simulation results are presented In Table 10. Three things stand out

in this table. First, the results indicate that AFDC dependency Is quite

Insensitive to changes In child support pol icies. Moving from the worst

possible situation In which no chi Id support Is collected to the best possible

situation in which the maximum amount of chi Jd support is collected for each
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Table 10

Predicte~ Effect~ of Child Support Enforcement on Welfare
Dependency, Poverty, and Welfare Costs

Chil d Support
AFDC Collections as

Participation Poverty a Percent of
Child Support System Rate Ratea AFDC Benefitsb

No Child Support .36 .52 0 (0)

Child Support - No IV-D
Program .34 4.8 (5.1)

. Current Child Support
System (in 1981) .34 .48 6.2 (6.7)

Expansion of IV-D Program

Full participation among
(8.6)those due child support .34 7.9

Full participation among
all eligible families .34 13.5 (15.5)

Full enforcement of all
existing obligations .34 .47 13;5 (15.6)

Full enforcement of
obligations for all
families .32 .43 31.6 (46.2)

aAssumes no behavioral changes. Range would be smaller if behavioral changes
were incorporated into estimates.

bAmong existing AFDC recipients in 1981. Percentage measured from base with
no child support. Figures in parentheses are percentages measured
relative to AFDC benefits paid under the system in question.
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family, reduces the ,A.FDC dependency rate by only .04, or by. about 11 percent.

The IV-D program, even If It were to provide services to all el igible families

Is predicted to have virtually no Impact on AFDC dependency~

Second, as an antipoverty device, child support enforcement again appears

somewhat ineffective. Comparing the worst possible situation to the best

possible situation reduces the poverty rate by .G9 percentage points, which Is

about a 17 percent reduction. Within the feasible pol icy range, poverty Is

on Iy s I Ight IY affected.52

Part of the reason for such a relatively smal I Impact of chi Id support

enforcement on welfare dependency and poverty Is low child support award

amounts. In the CPS sample, the average chi Id support award amount In 1981

was $197 per month, or about $111 per chi Id. Because the average AFDC benefit

was about $282 per month and and the average poverty level was about $650 per

month, ful J enforcement of child s·upport obi Igations simply does not generate

enough of an Increase In Income to cause many faml J les to escape wei fare

dependence and poverty. Higher award amounts and/or other sources of Income
r

(principally earnings) are necessary.53

Third, whl Ie chi Id support policies appear to have a minimal effect on

welfare dependency and poverty, they do have a potentially significant effect

on AFDC costs. Under the current system, chi Id support col !ectlons represent

approximately 6.7 percent of current AFDC beneflts.54 The analysis In this

paper suggests that about 1.6 percent (or just under one-third) can be attrl-

buted directly to the IV-D program. In the absence of the IV-D program, It Is

estimated that the remaining 4.8 percent would have been collected by the

mothers through the Ir own efforts.55

If the J V-D agenc Ies prov Ided the fu I I range of serv Ices to a I I AFDC
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families, It Is estimated that they could recover about 15.5 percent of AFDC

costs. Th I sis about the same as wou I d be co fleeted I f there were fu I I

enforcement of all exlst'lng obligations, III ustratlng the potenttal effectlve

ne ss of greater efforts to estab I r sh ob I I gat Ions. I f there were f u I I enforce

ment of ob I Igat Ions for a I I fam II res, close to one-ha I f of AFDC benef Its pa I d

out could be recovered. These findings suggest that a successful system of

mandatory wage withholding coupled with greater efforts to establish obliga

tions could recover somewhere between 15 and 20 percent of AFDC benefits.

5 • -CQn~l.Y.:al.Q.D.:a

Chi Id support enforcement has been recelvlng,lncreased attention among

pollcymakers in recent years, as evidenced by the,enactment of several Impor

tant pieces of legIslation. One of the main purposes of such legislation Is

to reduce welfare costs by shifting responsibility for the support of young

children from the government to the absent parent., In addition, It Is hoped

that ch II d support enforcement wII I enab I e many fam I J I es to eventua I IY escape

we I fare dependency either by I eav I ng the ro I I s or by be ing prevented from

joining the roll s.

The analysis of this paper suggests that chi Id support enforcement repre

sents a potent I a I IY effect I ve means for contro I I I ng AFDC program costs, but as

an antipoverty device, It appears limited within the context of the current

legal system which sets and establishes child support obi igatlons. However,

chi Id support enforcement activities appear to provide an Important complement

to traditional welfare agency activities of encouraging work effort In gener

at I ng an overa I I I ncrease I n the econom I c we J I-be I ng of sing Ie-parent

fam II ies.
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APPENDIX

Table A-l

State Data Used in Analysis
(1981)

gS t LT TI FEE CR A.P NE SL YS U

Alabama 148 .41 a a 1 1 a 7 1 3 10.7

A1as ka 544 .30 o· a a a 1 5 a a 9.3
Arizona 244 .43 a b a a a 5 a a 6.1

Arkansas 177 .09 a a a 1 a 5 a a 9.1

Ca1i forni a 573 . . 37 1 1 a a a 7 a a 7.4

Colorado 358 .59 a a a a a 6 1 3 5.5

Connecticut 483 .49 a a a 1 1 6 1 3 6.2

Delaware 312 .35 a a 1 a 1 5 a a 7.9

D.C. 349 .26 a a 1 a a 6 '1 2 9.0

Florida 230 .31 . 0 a a 1 a 6 1 4 6.8

Georgia 199 .37 a 1 1 1 1 6 a 0 6.4

Hawaii 546 .47 a a a a a 5 1 3 5.4

Idaho .323 .46 . a a a a a 6 1 3 7.6

111 i no is 336 .45 a 1 1 1 0 7 1 2 8.5

Indiana 315 .30 1 a 1 .1 a I:: 1 2 10. 1,J

.Iowa 419 .39 a 1 a a a 7 1 2 6.9
.Kansas 367 .57 a 1 1 a 1 7 1 1 4.2

Kentucky 235 .31 1 1 a a a 3 1 3 8.4

Louisiana 200 .38 a a a a a 4 a a 8.4

Maine 359 .26 a a 1 1 1 7 a a 7.2

Maryland 326 .38 a 1 a 1 a 7 1 2 7.3

Massachusetts 445 .31 a a a a a 6 0 a 6.4

Michigan 512 .47 a a a a 1 7 1 6 12.3

Mi nnesota 755 .29 a 1 a 1 a 7 1 3 5.5

Mississippi 120 .31 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 1 8.3

Mi ssouri 290 .35 1 a 1 a a 7 a a 7.7

~lontana 337 .56 a a 1 1 1 7 1 3 6.9

Nebraska 405 .48 1 a a a a 4 1 4 4.1

Nevada 321 .41 a a a 1 a 6 1 3 7.1

New Hampshire 392 .45 a a 1 a 1 6 1 2 5.0

New Jersey 414 .34 a 1 a a a 4 a a 7.3

New r~exico 271 .39 a a 1 1 a 5 1 2 7.3

New York 486 .41 a a a a a 4 1 2 7.6
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gS t LT TI FEE CR AP NE SL YS U
North Carolina 210 .42 a 1 1 a 0 7 1 3 6.4
North, Dakota 408 .50 a a a 1 a 6 1 5 5.0
Ohio 325 .52 a a a a a 6 a a 9.6
Oklahoma 349 .47 1 a 1 1 1 6 1 3 3.6
Oregon 384 .41 a 1 a 1 1 6 1 10 9.9
Pennsylvania 395 .40 a a a a a 3 1 6' 8.4
Rhode Island 397 .47 a a 1 1 a 6 1 4 7.6
South Carolina 159 .31 1 a 1 1 a 2 a a 8.4
South Dakota 361 .45 a a 1 1 a 6 ' 1 2 5.1
Tennessee 148 .38 1 a a a a 6 1 2 9.1
Texas 140 .51 1 a 1 1 a 3 1 1 5.3
Utah 421 .52 ,D 1 1 1 1 7 a a 6.7
Vermont 560 .41 a a 1 a ' 1 7 a a 5.7
Virginia 283 .51 1 a 1 a 1 6 a a 6.1
Washington 491 .39 1 a 1 1 1 '6 1 5 9.5
West Virginia 249 .43 1 a 1 a a 6 1 3 10.7
Wisconsin 538 .35 a a a a a 7 1 6 7.8
Wyoming 340 .49 a a 1 1 a 6 1 3 4.1

KEY: gS = AFDC monthly guarantee level (family of 4)
t = Effective AFDC benefit reduction rate on earned income
LT = 1 if ratable on deficit or limit on AFDC payment
TI = 1 if state tax intercept program in operation prior to 1981
FEE = 1 if application fee charged for non-AFDC cases
CR = 1 if costs recovered for non-AFDC cases
AP = 1 if administrative procedures used to enforce support obligations
NE = number of enforcement procedures used
SL = 1 if there is a.statute of limitation for establishing paternity
YS = length of statute of limitation for establishing paternity
U = male unemployment rate
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Table A-2

Wage Equation Estimates - CPS
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Probit on Whether a
Variable Wage is Observed Logwage Equation

Constant -1.29*** (.36) .75** (.29)
1 = Family Head .16** (.07)

, 1 = Northeast . -.40*** ( .08) .003 (.04)
1 = Northcentra.l -.25*** (.08) .02 (.03)

, 1 = West -.27*** ( .08) .06 (.04)
1 = SMSA .06 ( .07) . 12*** ( .03)
1 = Central City -.05 (.07) -.07** ( .03)
1 = Large SMSA -.29*** . (.08) .06 ( .04)
1 = Black -.38*** (.07) -.04 ( .03)
1 = Spanish -.18* ( .11) -.07 (.06)
Education .10* ( .06) -.03 ( .04)
(Education)2 -.001 (.002) .004** ( .002)
Experience (Age-Education-5) .05*** ( .0 l) .03*** (.0 l)
(Experience)2 -.001*** (.0002) -.001*** ( .000l)
1 = High School Diploma .57*** ( .08) .02 (.05)
1 = Homeowner . 17*** (.06)
Nonwage Income ($000) -.02*** (.0 l)
1 = Divorced .34*** (.08)
1 = Separated .05 ( .08)
LAMBDA .05 ( .04)

-2 Log Likelihood 617.49
R2 . 14

*Significant at 10% level.
**Significant at 5% level.
*~*Significant at 1% level.
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lOver 1 mi II ion divorces occur annually in the United states (compared
with about 2 mi I I ion marriages) and the -rate of illegitimate births increased
from 10.7 percent in 1970 to 17.1 percent in 1979.

20ne such attempt is the Work Incentive (WIN) program which requires AFDC
mothers with chi Idren over the age of 6 (over the age of 3 under current
proposals) to be avai lable for work or training programs. Refusal to accept
WIN serv Ices can resu Itin loss of AFDC e I Ig IbII Ity. Most we Ifare programs
Impose some form of work requirement as a condition of eligibility for receipt
of benefits.

3Accordlng to the 1979 AFDC Recipient Characteristics study o~/y about 15
percent of women receiving AFDC benefits hold ful 1- or part-time jobs.

4A detal led discussion of the legislative history of Title IV-D is given
In U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1976).

5Chl Id support collections made on behalf of AFDC faml lies are used to
offset AFDC benefit amounts on a dol lar-for-dol lar basis. Because the AFDC
mother does not gain financially from receipt of child support (as long as she
remains on the welfare rol Is), she has no Incentive to seek chi Id support or
to report any collections to the wei fare authorities. Hence, as a condition
of el Iglbll ity for receipt of benefits, AFDC authorities require AFDC mothers
to assign their support rights to the IV-D agency, who in turn pursues
collection.

61n the last 2 years, federal funding for the IV-D program has been cut
back. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (P.L. 97-248), for
example, reduced the federal matching rate for most administrative costs from
75 percent to 70 percent. In addition, the Chi Id Support Enforcement
Amendments of 1984, recently signed by President Reagan, reduces the federal
matching formula further In gradual increments, to 66 percent by 1990.

7Although the CPS Is known to undercount the number of families receiving
AFDC benefits and Is suspected to undercount the number of AFDC fami lies
receiving child support (because the IV-D agency makes the col lactlons), these
figures are corroborated by data from the 1979 AFDC Recipient Characteristics
Study as wei I as other sources. By way of contrast, 45 percent of non-AFDC
women received child support in 1981 and 55 percent had a formal chi Id support
award. One should not conclude from these figures, however, that lack of
chi Id support Is the most important factor contributing to welfare dependence.

8Never married mothers constitute about one-quarter of al I female headed
families In the United States, according to the Apri I 1982 CPS.

9Glven relatively high turnover In the AFDC population, a tapering off of
collection rates does not necessarily Imply the program's Impact on welfare
dependency Is declining.

100fflcial statistics on chi Id support collections for non-AFDC fami lies
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should be viewed with caution because they are suspected of being highly
inaccurate, possibly overstating collections by as much as several hundred
million dollars <USDHHS, 1982b).

11States are al so required to have simi lar programs for state'tax refunds
and laws exist In several states to withhol d Unemployment Insurance benefits
from de I Inq uent absent parents.

12The AFDC survey obviously cannot be used to investigate the wei fare
participation decision because only AFDC famil ies are surveyed.

13The model is simi Iar to the one presented- by Robins and West (1980) for
determining participation in a negative income tax program. The model is ai so
simi lar to the AFDC program participation model developed by Moffitt (1983).
Unl ike the Moffitt model, however, the present model does not explicitly para
meterize wei fare stigma and does not Impose a particular functional form on
the utility function. For other recent models of welfare participation, see
Ashenfelter (1983) and Plant (1984).

14The actual ~enefit formula In practice for this period is
B = Min {r(gS - N- Maxca, 2/3WH - 20 - D)), M} , where M Is the maximum
monthly benefit (see USDHHS, 1981). The benefit cell ing is indirectly
accounted for in the empirical work below but Is abstracted from in the
theoreti ca I ana Iys is.

15 1n only two states, Mississippi and South Carolina, is the ratable (and
hence the implicit tax rate on chi Id support) less than one.

16 1n late 1981, the AFDC regulations changed when the Omnibus Budget
Reconc II iat Ion Act of 1981 standard ized work expenses to $75 per month and
Imposed a tax rate of 100 percent on earned income after the first four months
of being on the program. The new regulations became effective in October
1981, which is during the latter part of the analysis period for this paper.
Most states did not formally implement the new regulations unti I 1982 so they
should have no impact on the analysis.

17Thls formulation abstracts from the positive tax system and other tax
and transfer programs that are Income cond it loned. I do not account for these
other programs In the empirical analysis and do not think they woul d substan
tially alter the empirical results.

18AI/owlng Vw and Vy to vary In the sample also allows Ho to vary.

Since I estimate average values of Vw and Vy' I can derive average Ho and

average Income and substitution effects eval uated at Ho'

19For example, the uncompensated wage elasticity Is given by
A

(Vww/Vw- Vyw/Vy)Wo' the uncompensated Income elasticity is given by

(Vyw/Vw - Vyy/Vy)YNo' and the total income elasticity Is given by
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where ¢ = ¢ «F* - xS)/a).

2 "-
«VyVyw - VwVyy)/Vy)WO'

20The model can al so be used to determine the impact of AFDC guarantee
levels and tax rates on util ity and AFDC participation.

21 1n the empirical work below, I perform a test to determine whether
chi Id support payments affect AFDC dependency in a manner different from other
nonwage income. The results suggest that they do not.

22As Rosett and Nel son al so show, if F* is observed for nonlimit
observations, the I ikel ihood function is given b~ IT ~l IT ¢/a IT(l - ~2)

F=O F=F* F=l

23The first survey took place in Apri I 1982 and the most recent survey
took place in Apri I 1984. Each chi Id support survey has been merged (by the
Census Bureau) with the March CPS of that year. Thus, in addition to ch il d
support information, the publ ic use fi les contain a considerable amount of
economic and demographic information for each fami Iy. See U.S. Department of
Corrrnerce (1981 p 1983) for a description of the first two surveys.

24The CPS is known to understate the number of famil ies receiving AFD~
However, it Is not known whether the unidentified famil ies are a random subset
of the CPS population. If they are a random subset, the results presented in
th is study wi I I not be biased.

25A more general analysis (not taken In this paper) would be to al low for
varying preferences through the basic budget constraint variables in equation
( 2),

26Data from the 1979 AFDC Recipient Characteristics StUdy are used to
der Ive est Imates of b for each state. I mod if ied Hutchens' procedure by
suppressing the constant terms in the work related expense regressions and
excl udTng all other variables. Estimates of b are obtained in all but 2 .
states (Neveda and Vermont), where the mean estimate of b is used Instead.
The Implied AFDC tax rates (r(2/3 - b» are presented in the Appendix Table
A-1, along with the other state variables used In this stUdy. These estimated
AFDC tax rates are simi lar to those reported by Fraker and Moffitt (1983) who
use the same data source for derTv ing the estimates.

27The results for estimating Ware presented in the Appendix Tabl e A-2.

28AI imony and chi Id support data are al so avai lable in the income section
of the March questionnaire, but are not used because the data from the April
supplement are judged to be more accurate.

29Appendlx Table A-1 gives the val ues of gS for a family of 4 for each
state.

30Employment status of the mother at the time of the marital dissol ution
Is a proxy for the preference for work. This variable is avai lable only for
women who were previously married. Because variables are Included for marital
status, the omitted category (never married) wi II pick up effects of marital
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status and work preference on AFDC participation.

31Recal I that the effects of the positive tax system and other transfer
programs are Ignored.

32 1t Is possible that chi Id support has an effect dIfferent from other
nonwage Income on AFDC dependency. To test this, the model was reestimated
al lowing the effects of the two types of nonwage Income to be different. The
unconstrained model has 4 additional terms In the second order Taylor series
expansion. A I Ikel Ihood ratio· test was performed on the two models. The Chl
square statistic (d.f. = 4) Is 3.28, which Is not signIficant at the 10
percent level. Thus, the hypothesis that the effects of chi Id support and
other nonwage income are the same cannot be rejected.

33Currently, 23 states reduce the AFDC guarantee level through g rather
than through r. Using r for this purpose would al Iowa reduction In the
Implicit tax rates on earnings and child support as well.

34 Since v Irtua J IYa i'l AFDC fam II Ies In the samp Ie are current Iy subjected
to a 100 percent tax rate on chi Id support payments, this result should be
viewed with caution. However, If the constraints imposed by the model are
va I Id, the resu It wII I be reasonab Iy accurate.

35AFDC fami J les are required to assign 'their support rights to the state
IV-D agency whi Ie participation In the IV-D program Is strictly vol untary for
non-AFDC families. Furthermore, AFDC families do not gain financially from
co 1 Iect Ion of ch I, Id support wh I Ie non-AFDC fam I I Ies do. \For these and other
reasons, the effectiveness of chi Id support enforcement procedures Is likely
to be different for the two groups of families.

36The estimated standard errors of the coefficients in (16)-(18) are not
corrected for bias due to heteroskedastlclty. The selectivity correction Is
made on Iy for the CPS samp Ie and not for the AFDC survey samp Ie because a I I
the variables needed to construct the selectivity correction term are not
ava II ab Ie In the AFDC survey.

37As Indicated earlier, many states charge a fee to non-AFDC faml lies and
some have cost recovery prov Islons.

38Sy child support obligation, It Is meant that child support was actu
ally due In 1981. Some mothers had a chi Id support award but were not due
payments In 1981-

39As Indicated earler, OCSE has been focusing greater attention recently
on the non-AFDC component of the IV-D program.

40Thls figure Is derived from the coefficient on the contact variable
which Is not reported in Table 4.

41 Thls Is obtained by multiplying the Impact coefficient (.20) by the
fraction of families receIving IV-D services (.13).

42Almost one-half the AFDC caseload consists of women not married to the
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chi Idren's ,father. This represen'ts a major stumbling block for the IV-D
program In Its attempt to reduce we Ifare dependency through ch II d support
co I Iect Ion s•

. 43Although Increasing the award rate represents a potential way of
increasing col fectlons, It may not be cost effective. A rigorous determina
tion of whether the IV-D program Is cost-effective !s beyond the scope of this
paper.

440ellerlch and Garfinkel (1983) also simulate the effects of various
child support systems. Their analysis, however,- does 'not consider the Impact
of the IV-D program or expansions of It. Furthermore, they do not Investigate
the effects of various chi Id support policies on AFDC dependency and AFDC
costs. On the other hand, they consider new systems In which ch'll d support
awards are Increased and are tied directly to estimates of the absent parent's
ability to pay. For portions of thel,r analysis that overlap with what Is
presented here, the resul~s are qual' Itatlvely simi Iare '

45 No family Is allowed to receive more chi Id support than It Is due.

46CorresPC?ndlngly, the calculations wouYd understate the Impact of the
current system rei atlve to system 2 (chi Id support but no IV-D program).

. '

47They were not given paternity servl;es or father locator services
because It was not possible to determine whether such servl,ces were required.
As the coefficients In Table 5 reveal, this would lead to an under~tatement of
the Impact for non-AFDC fam I I Ies, wh I Ie for AFDC fam I I Ies th i s wou Id Iead to
an overstatement of the impact.

48The behavioral equations are available, upon request, from the author.

49The results rising the first and second order ~aylor series approxima
tions are virtually Identical.

50The reason Is because each family Is assigned an expected change In
Income and the distribution of the changes In the sample Is not considered.
It would be possible, using more elaborate simulation techniques, to calculate
poverty rates under these three systems.

51 The poverty rate under the first system Is overestimated because when
child support Is taken away, some families will increase their labor supply
and some fam II Ies wI I I jo In the AFDC ro I Is. Both of these behav lora I changes
will partially cushion the Income loss due to the removal of child support and
reduce the true poverty rate. The poverty rate under the last system wi I I be
underestimated for precisely the opposite reasons.

52Wh II e the percentage of fam II Ies In poverty Is on Iy s I Ight Iy affected,
the poverty gap may be significantly lowered (see Oel lerlch and Garfinkel,
1983>-

530e I Ier Ich and Garf Inke I (1983) find that higher award amounts and
enforcement of such awards could significantly reduce poverty.
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54The official statistics (USDHHS, 1983), report that chi Id support
collections were 5.2 percent of AFDC payments in fiscal year 1981.

55The IV-D agencies refer to such col fectlons as "redirected payment~"
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